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Background

The client is a US-based brick-and-mortar retail facility that
enjoyed an era of pride and prestige in the good old days with a
substantial footfall into its shopping outlet. As a result of the e-
commerce giants on the scene, the virtual shopping stores which
sell items online, the client’s customer base has been blown to
bits, resulting in a decrease in buyers & business and a loss of
revenue/profit. The advent of artificial intelligence (AI) and
machine learning (ML) has forged the client to make headway for
a change-up with AI integration — which led his mind to the
thought of transforming his retail outlet into an automated
convenience store.
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Challenges Faced

Since they started setting up their online stores, e-commerce
players have been investing heavily in AI integration. Conversely,
conventional retail outlets have found it difficult to adopt AI and
automation technologies. This US-based retailer, who got the
training data developed by another data annotation & labeling
company, got Cogito onboard for redeveloping it for his retail
outlet out of his concern for inaccurate and incomplete annotation
and data labeling.

Inaccuracies in the training data — The training data provided to
the retailer by the previous data annotation company was
inaccurately annotated and labeled. Cogito accurately re-labeled
the training data enhancing its accuracy to 99.99%.

Missing datasets in the existing training data — The training data
delivered to the retailer lacked some key datasets. Our experts not
only suggested more datasets to the retailer but also properly
annotated and labeled them to enhance their applicability for
automated retail models' functionality.

As the new e-commerce players have severely impacted the
client's profit and prominence with his retail operations, he sought
to reduce costs, workforce, and operational resources with AI
implementation in his retail outlet.

The client’s biggest challenges in the course were:
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Solution by Cogito

The training data Cogito delivered to the clients helped him
successfully deploy AI into his retail practice, enabling him to
make accurate demand forecasts, price their products better, and
optimize their product placement. In addition, the retailer
implemented AI to ensure that customers were presented with the
right products when and where they needed them. AI-powered
predictive analytics powered by our high-quality training data
enabled the client to take accurate measures of stock shortages &
oversupplies ahead of time to avoid the hustle in the course.

• The existing training data of the client lacked quality-bound
semantic segmentation where some areas were not correctly
annotated. It took us a great deal of time and effort to locate
the erroneous data points and appropriately segmentize them.

• We found a whole bundle of spots where key-point annotation
was required along with appropriate bounding boxes. We also
suggested the client to add polygon annotation in some of his
image & video datasets. The client agreed to happily get along
with our inputs as it enhanced their model’s performance.

• A dedicated team of our data annotation and labeling experts
was assigned to recorrect the previously annotated & labeled
data within the timeline, that too with data security on a
promise.
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The Impact

The highest annotation accuracy, i.e., 99.99%, and data quality
level were maintained throughout the development. The accurate
training data led to the precision-bound implementation of AI
training data in setting up a functional automated retail structure,
despite strict deadlines. The AI integration provided the client
with a substantial cost-cutting on manpower and other resources
with self-checkout desks, AI-powered product placement, and
stock & inventory management.

About Cogito

Cogito is a hybrid data labeling company following the model-
assisted labeling (MAL) approach to cater industry's leading
businesses. The MAL model leverages a human workforce to label
a relevant portion of the training dataset, enabling AI application
training. Playing an essential part as human-in-the-loop
workforce solutions, we
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